Fire Code Capacity:
161 (with tables and chairs)
286 (standing)

11-70" Round Tables (sit 10)
10-60" Round Tables (Sit 8)
10-8ft Long Tables
2-6ft Long Tables
Fire Code Capacity:
55 (tables and chairs)
118 (standing)
Visitor Center

Fire Code Capacity:
156 (with tables and chairs)
335 (standing)

Celebration Room
Capacity: 97
(Standing/Chairs)
44 (Tables/ chairs)

Patio

MarketPlace Museum Store

Restrooms

Vending Machines

Gallery

Office

Fire Code Capacity:
156 (with tables and chairs)
335 (standing)

16 - 60" Round tables
10 - 8’ tables
2 - 4’ tables
160 chairs
2 - 6’ tables